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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a fast integer-pixel motion estimation
(ME) algorithm for High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC),
which provides a strategy to speed up the search process significantly, while yielding the same quality performance as the
Test Zone Search (TZSearch) scheme in HEVC Test Model
(HM). Compared with the H.264/AVC, the ME process employs a more complex hybrid coding architecture and a larger
size search window in HEVC, leading to great computational
complexity. We utilize limited pixels of certain position in
the current search range to build a quadratic model, and then
shrink the search range repeatedly by analyzing the sum of
absolute difference (SAD) distribution until the best motion
vector (MV) is obtained. The proposed algorithm can be
applied to various encoding conditions. Experimental results
show that our method can save 56% of computations compared with the TZSearch scheme, with negligible decrease of
coding quality.

Fig. 1. the TZSearch ME algorithm illustration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Along with the increasing demand for higher resolution and
better quality video beyond high definition, the H.264/AVC
standard cannot satisfy the compression performance requirements for devices and applications to display ultra-high definition videos. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1]
is jointly developed by the ISO/IEC Moving picture Experts Group (MPEG) and ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group
(VCEG) aiming to achieve a better performance in coding and
compression efficiency than standard H.264/AVC [2].
ME is a very important technique in video coding. This
process aims to find the best match and calculate the optimal
motion vector (MV) for each prediction unit (PU) of the current frame in the search windows. The ME process consumes
almost half of the encoding time. Its complexity is 3 to 4 times
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of H.264/AVC owing to the larger coding unit size and a more
complex hierarchical block partitioning scheme in HEVC. It
is highly desirable to make the process more efficient.
ME is generally implemented as a two-step search:
integer-pixel search and fractional-pixel search. The integerpixel search may affect the accuracy of fractional-pixel search
remarkably. We propose a novel fast integer ME algorithm
based on a quadratic model utilizing limited number of pixels
in current search range to obtain the optimal MV. We build
our model with various sizes of search window supplemented
with a refinement scheme to make the result more precise.
The model building process consumes negligible computations compared with the SAD calculation process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the fast ME algorithms. Section 3
presents our proposed fast integer-pixel ME algorithm and
our motivation. The experimental results are presented in
Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. REVIEW OF FAST ME ALGORITHMS
Many fast ME algorithms were proposed to reduce encoding time in modern video codecs from MPEG2 to HEVC.
The basic method is Full Search (FS), which exhaustively
evaluates all possible points within a search range. Most of
the integer-pixel ME algorithms were focused on the search
strategies with different steps and search patterns, such as the
Three Step Search (TSS)[3],the Four Step Search (FSS)[4],
the Hexagon-based search (HEXBS)[5] and the Diamond
Search (DS)[6]. Those algorithms performed well and saved
more than 90% encoding time compared with the FS for
relatively small search range and image size. However, in
many applications such as HDTV, the search range is required to be larger and the motion in video content may be
heavier, in which case the aforementioned ME algorithms
often suffer from local minimums. To mitigate the problem, a new sparse-fine-sparse-fine integer-pixel fast search
method named Unsymmetrical-cross Multi-hexagon-grid
Search (UMHexagonS) is proposed [7].
In HEVC Test Model (HM), the ME process has two options: the FS algorithm and the Test Zone Search (TZSearch).
The codec uses the TZSearch by default, since it provides a
good Rate-Distortion (RD) performance and a reduction of
computational complexity. Fig.1 shows the different stages
of TZSearch. It employs median predictor, left predictor,
up predictor and upper right predictor to obtain the optimal
initial point, then follows a diamond pattern search with the
step raised from 1 to 64 exponentially. The diamond pattern
searches 8 points at each time and searches 5 times at most.
After these two stages, there are the raster search process and
refinement process to improved the accuracy of MV.
In order to further reduce the computational complexity of
HEVC ME, Pan et al.[8] proposed two early termination algorithms for TZSearch and their methods can achieve a 38.96%
encoding time saving. Sungoh et al.[9] presented a fast and
low-complexity ME algorithm using bit-width reduction and
string separately scheme.
3. PROPOSED FAST INTEGER-PIXEL ME
ALGORITHM
3.1. Motivation observation
The previous work for the HEVC ME process are mostly focused on the search patterns. However, analyzing the error
curves between the source blocks and the prediction blocks can also be beneficial to obtain the optimal MV, and this
method is sometimes used in the fractional-pixel ME algorithms [10][11][12]. Furthermore, many algorithms are based
on a uni-modal model. In our study, we test the sum of absolute difference (SAD) distribution for several video sequences
and demonstrate a typical one in Fig.2. In the distribution
graph, the point with the minimum SAD is the optimal MV

we are looking for, and the surface become smoother and
more fitting of a continuous surface as the search points becomes closer to the point. Therefore, we can calculate the
generate range of the minimum point and built a quadratic
model for the continuous surface to predict the coordinate of
the optimal MV.

Fig. 2. the SAD distribution graph(search range=64)

3.2. Mathematical prediction model for integer-pixel ME
We adopt the five-parameter quadratic function to approximate the error surface as Equation 1.
F (x, y) = αx2 + βy 2 + γx + δy + ϵ

(1)

The value of F (x, y) is the SAD of relevant pixel with the
coordinate (x, y) and this function is assumed to be continuous within the search range. The five parameters α, β, γ, δ,
ϵ to be determined affect the error surface directly. We select five points A(0, 0), B(−r/2, 0), C(r/2, 0), D(0, −r/2),
E(0, r/2) in the current search window as shown in Fig.3
where r represent the search range. Plugging the five points’s
coordinates and SADs into the quadratic function can generate the five parameters. To facilitate the calculation, we assign
their virtual coordinates (xi ,y i ) as (0,0), (-1,0), (1,0) (0,-1),
(0,1) and simplify the function as shown in Equation.2.

F (A) = ϵ






 F (B) = α − β + ϵ
F (C) = α + β + ϵ
(2)


 F (D) = γ − δ + ϵ




F (E) = γ + δ + ϵ
Based on the continuous assumption, the differential operation in Equation 3 can be performed on F (x, y) with x and y
respectively. The best point (xb , yb ) whose differential value

equal to 0 is the MV with minimum error. Solve the Equation
3 and We can obtain the coordinate (xb , yb ) as Equation 4.
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The final MV is the product of (xb , yb ) multipled by half
of the search range, because we have simplify the coordinate
in the former calculation. Although the estimation process
above seems to be complicated, it just needs limited add and
shift operations actually. The model building process consumes negligible computations compared with the SAD calculation.

Fig. 3. Implementation of the proposed algorithm

3.3. Implementation of the algorithm
In HM, the search range is assigned to be 64 by default.
Prediction based on the model does not perform well since
the range is so large. To mitigate the problem, we build
the quadratic model for more than once. Fig.3 shows the
implementation of our proposed algorithm.
The first search: We build a quadratic model utilizing the
5 points A, B, C, D, E to obtain a general MV AA′ .
The second search: We assign the MV calculated above
as the central point of the current search window, shrink the
search range to a half, and build a quadratic model utilizing
the points A′ , B ′ , C ′ , D′ , E ′ to obtain a MV A′ A′′ . Repeatedly the process until the predicted MV is equal to that
calculated last time, or the search range is shrunk to 8. This
scheme can be regarded as an early termination, because the
MV should be accurate enough when the prediction meet the
conditions above.
The final search: We refine the process by searching 8
pixels surrounding the final MV to make our prediction more
accurate.
In our prediction, the quadratic model is built for 4 times
at most and calculate 5 points’ SAD each time. We search
29 points at most, which is less than the TZSearch remarkably, so that plenty of computations can be saved. We collect
statistics for several video sequences and show the comparison of number of search points between our algorithm and
the TZSearch in Fig.4. From the Fig.4, we find our algorithm
reduce the number of search points significantly compared to
the TZSearch, especially the motion in the video content is
intense. For example, the TZSearch would search more than
180 points for each block averagely when the codec encodes
the sequence RaceHorses, while our algorithm only search
one seventh of it.

Fig. 4. Comparison of number of average search points
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We implemented the fast integer-pixel decision algorithm in
HM 14.0 to verify its performance. The test platform is Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2643 3.50 GHz with 4 cores, 32.0 GB RAM.
We tested the recommended sequences from Class A to Class
E with quantization parameters 27,32,37 and 42 with 150
frames at least. The search range is fixed to 64 with maximum CU size equal to 64 and maximum CU partition is set to
4. Table 1 is the performance comparison between our proposed algorithm and default TZSearch algorithm adopted in
HM 14.0. The BD-Rate (BDR) and BD-PSNR (BDP) in the
table, which are calculated from the Bjontegaard metrics [13],
present the average differences in rate distortion performance.
The Time-Saving (TS) is defined as the Equation 5, where the
T imeHM and T imepro represent the encoding time of the
ME process utilizing the TZSearch and our algorithm.
TS =

4
1 ∑ T imeHM (QP i )−T imepro (QP i )
4 i=1
T imeHM (QP i )

(5)

Seq

Traffic
Class A

BasketballDrill
Class C

RaceHorses
Class D

QP
27
32
37
42
BDBR
BDP
TS
27
32
37
42
BDBR
BDP
TS(%)
27
32
37
42
BDBR
BDP
TS

Table 1. Performance comparison between TZsearch and Proposed algorithm
PSNR
PSNR
Seq
QP
Seq
QP
TZ
PRO
TZ
PRO
38.73 38.69
27
39.66 39.63
27
35.96 35.92
32
37.13 37.10
32
33.17 33.14 Kimono1
37
34.53 34.53 Basketball37
30.40 30.36
42
32.00 31.97
Drive
42
0.74 %
Class B
BDBR
0.85 %
Class B
BDBR
-0.03 dB
BDP
-0.04 dB
BDP
42.6 %
TS
66.6 %
TS
37.01 39.95
27
37.25 37.23
27
34.09 34.05
32
34.27 34.24
32
31.61 31.56 BQMall
37
31.37 31.33 Basketball37
29.21 29.17
42
28.52 28.49
42
Pass
1.21 %
Class C
BDBR
0.87 %
Class D
BDBR
-0.06 dB
BDP
-0.05 dB
BDP
65.8 %
TS(%)
56.0 %
TS(%)
35.82 35.77
27
40.23 40.19
27
32.20 32.16
32
37.57 37.54
32
29.30 29.23
Four37
34.63 34.59
Johnny
37
26.95 26.91
People
42
31.50 31.47
42
Class E
1.14 %
BDBR
1.17 %
Class E
BDBR
-0.08 dB
BDP
-0.07 dB
BDP
72.1 %
TS
40.6 %
TS

PSNR
TZ
PRO
37.50 37.47
35.51 35.48
33.37 33.34
31.05 31.02
1.09 %
-0.04 dB
68.5 %
36.99 36.96
33.49 33.46
30.53 30.50
27.92 27.88
0.69 %
-0.04 dB
68.6 %
41.14 41.09
38.98 38.93
36.46 36.42
33.69 33.66
1.45 %
-0.06 dB
23.5 %

It can be observed from the table that our algorithm provides a time reduction ranging from 23% to 72% depending
on different video content. And the BD-rate performance
is favorable with only 1.2% gain and BD-PSNR 0.06 loss,
which is negligible. The graphical representation of RD
curves is provided in Fig.5. Observed from the figures, the
proposed algorithm gives R-D performances similar to the
algorithm in HM 14.0.

5. CONCLUSION
In this study, we collect the statistics of error distribution
in integer-pixel ME prediction process. A novel fast integerpixel ME algorithm based on the quadratic model is presented
to determine the optimal MV. We use the quadratic function
repeatedly to shrink search range and obtain the final coordinates of the best MV. The experimental results show that
the proposed method can reduce almost 56% of computations
of the conventional patterns search algorithm with negligible
quality degradation.

Fig. 5. RD curves of proposed algorithm and original algorithm
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